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Absfracr-Flux penetration in large area YBCO t h i n films has netic flux penetration into a superconductor is possible by
heen studied by a magneto-optical scanning technique. With a
using an indicator layer showing the Faraday effect [4]-[6].
new apparatus HTS films as largc as 20 em x 20 em can be The magneto-optic allows one to study the homogeneity of
investigated by scanning the films through an inl~omogeneous superconductors on the complete sample area with a high
magnetic field. The apparatus I~asbeen built to rcalize an effec- lateral resolution and is very sensitive to the influence of
tive homogeneity control of the electrical properties of large
defects on the current distribution [7]. According to the litarea HTS thin films used for device fabrication. Magnetic flux
penetration into YDCO thin films of different sizes and with erature up to now magneto-optical microscopy was limited to
intrinsic defects as well as artificial ones have been studied at sample areas of about 1 cm x I cm. With the new apparatus it
is possible to investigate HTS-thui films as large as 20 cm x
50 K. Magneto-optical measurements are compared with optical
microscopy (OM) and inductive j,-characterizations. A correla- 20 cm [8]. For the characterization of large area films pretion between-the kind of defect and its influence on the electrical sented in the current paper we use in contrast to conventional
properties has been studied with regard to device applications. setups a magneto-optical scanning technique (MOST) with an
YBCO films structured especially for high current applications
inhomogeneous magnetic field.
were investigated magneto-optically. These rcsults will be compared to optical photographs of the quenching process caused
by currents I > I,.
1. INTRODUCTION

One main focus of YBCO thin films is their use for electrical power applications. Fault Current Limiters (FCL) integrated in power systems can reduce the current in case of a
short circuit very effectively and more rapidly than conventional switches during the transition tiom the superconducting to the nonnal state [I]. To realize such a FCL element for
high switching powers several largc area YBCO films are
necessary. An important premise for a correct filnction of the
FCL is the homogeneity of a certain number of YBCO films
included in one FCL elcment as well as the homogeneity over
the whole sample area o r each single film 121.
In general, the j,-distribution of a large area YBCO film is
measured by an inductive scanning system with an lateral
resolution of a few mm [ 2 ] . Although with the inductive
technique [3] a direct measurement o f j, is possible, the less
resolution and the incomplete characterization of the film
area by scanning a mesh could rather be disaffected for an
effective homogeneity control.
A suitable alternative is a magneto-optical investigation of
the HTS thin films. With this method a visualization of magMaliuscript rece~vcdScplember 15. 1998.
Tlrc work was fundcd within Ihe Siemens Project ,,HTS-powerc~\gl~~ecr~ng"
by (Ire Gcrlnan ministry BMBF and cl~cBMBF-TRANSFORMprolccr 13N720112

The YBCO films investigated have been prepared by
pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [9] or thermal coevaporation
(TCE) [I 01 on polycrystalline YSZ substrates. The substrates
were accommodated with an additional biaxially textured
YSZ buffer layer fabricated by ion beam assisted deposition
(IBAD) [ l l ] . The YBCO films had a typical thickness of
about 1 - 1,5 pm and are covered with a gold layer of 1 pm
acting as an electrical shunt. The shunt layer should prevent a
burnout of the YBCO film at hot spots. After the Au film
preparation the superconducting properties were determined
inductively.
The layer system is structured with a meander type current
path by wet chemical etching. For the switching experiments
the elements are contacted by soldering directly on the Au
layer. The measurements are carried out in a LN2-bath cryostat with a window to observe the quenching process by a
video system ( 1 21.
After the switching experiments the YBCO elelnents were
dissoldered and investigated magneto-optically with the
MOST-setup [a] using an inhomogeneous magnetic field.
The principle of MOST, which can be seen in Fig. 1, is the
movement of the HTS dlin film within a fixed magnetooptical device consisting of a magnet below and the magnetooptical indicator as well as the illuminating and recording
unit above the film. In the presented experiments two different permanent niagnets were uscd generating a maxinium
field at the sample surface of 560 mT and 140 mT, respec-
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Frg 3. Photograph of the sw~tching process of the 10 cm x 4 cim
AulYDCONSZ-element at a volta~cof 50 V. Thc s~nglecurrent pathr arc
connecred parallel. Bubbles (arrows) In Ihe plcturc at path 111 and I V arc
Fig 1 V ~ e w m p hof rhe MOST-system The sample is movcd wrthin a fixed
magneto-opl~cal$elup record~ng!he obsewcd flux pattern wifh a CCDcamera

lively. In this case the samples were subjected to a field
cooling in the stray field of the magnet (< I0 niT). This could
be an advantage for a qualitative defect control due to a pinning of flux at defects during the cool down. An iron garnet
film is used as magneto-optically active layer, so the experiments could be carried out at a tenlperaturc of 50 K The
obsenled flux pattern were recorded by a CCD-camera on a
video tape Single pictures of the video sequence can be
grabbed into a computer and composed to a map of the
YBCO sample indicating present defects in the large area
film.

indicating the quenching process of the superconduclor On the IcR and right
edge the solder pads can be sccn

the layer system AuIYBCO The already patterned element
can be seen in the LNz-bath cyostat in Fig. 3 photographed

In the moment of switching. The experlmetits are performed
with a special test circuit described in detail in [12]. Thc
whole YBCO element was contacted and tested at 50 V On
path 111 and 1V the arising nitrogen bubbles at sls positions
(arrows) on the sample are indicating the quenching of the
superconductor in thls area. The therrnal energy induced by
the switching power leads to an increase of the film temperature which will be transferred to the LN2-bath causmg a
seething. The quenching zone crosses always the current path
nearly perpendicular to the path edge (bright line at each
qucnching zone).
After the switching experiments the saniple was investigated magneto-optically, In Fig. 4 the magneto-optical image
I.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
of the patterned 10 cm x 4 cm YBCO film from Fig. 3 is
represented. The whole picture is compounded froni several
Fig. 2 shows the inductively measured j,-dislr~bution of a single images, whlch can be ~dcntifiedby the sharp vertical
10 cm x 4 cm x 1.4 tim YBCO film on YSZ covered with an contrast, recorded during the scanning process of the measurement. The images were taken at a magnetic tield of 92 mT
Au top layer both deposited by TCE. The crit~calcurrent
density varies fi-om 1.3 -1.7 MA/cmZexcept in the adjacet~cy In maximum at 50 K afler low field cooling (< 10 mT). A
of the undeposited position at the upper left edge. A charac- brighter contrast of the image ~ndicatesa larger magnetlc
induction. Most parts of the superconduct ing current paths
terization with the inductive method is just possible up to 5
m m to the sample edges. After the j,-characterization a me- are still in the Maissner phase (dark areas). Because of the
ander type current path with I cm width was structured into

F I 2~ J,-d~$tr~hunon
o f the I 0 cm x 4 cm YnCO film on YSZ The crlttcal
current densrry varles cvcept of the undepos~iedposil~onat (x.y) = (18.45)
Irom l 3 - 1 7 MA/cmY

F I ~4.. Magncln-<)pt~cal inl;~ge of tlrc ( 0 crn x 4 ern pattemetl
Au/YBCO/YS%-sample rccordcd at 50 K and 92 mT. Thc path widlh IS
I cm. The picturc is compounded frnnl scvcral singlc images (vcrficalIlncs).
Thc bright lincs rcpeafcd scvcral lirncs (marked w ~ t hx) belongs fo a scratch
in IIIC indicator Iaycr

letnagnetization of the superconductor the field at the path
:dges is enlarged (white areas), The conlrast modulation in
.his area is due to the scanning process through an inhomogerleous magnetic field. The gradient along this lnodulation is
about 20 mT. At the applied magnetic field the flux can already penetrate korn the edges into the superconductor (gray
areas). At five positions a strong deviation from a hornogeneous penetration can be observed. The position 1, 2, 3 and 4
correspond to areas quenching first in the switching experiments (Fig. 3).
In a following analysis with optical microscopy defects at
position 1 and 2 could be identified as bad etching edges,
wliel-eas position 3 belongs to a deep scratch in the
AuIYBCO layer system. Considering the inductive j,-scan,
position 4 can be assigned to the jc-degradation around the
i
5 and 6 in Fig. 3 could be
lndeposited area in ~ i 2. Position
induced from some offshoots of that jc-degraded area reaching into path 111.
Comparing the j,-map (Fig. 2) with the magneto-optical
map (Fig. 4) a matching of the j,-distribution of Ihe inductive
~neaurementwit11 the flux penetration behavior in the magneto-optical image could be ascertained. In areas the superconducting film showing a lower critical current density
(j,<1.3-1.4MA/cm2) on the upper left and right corner, flux
can already penetrate deeper into the superconducting current
path indicated by the advanced flux front compared to areas
with jc= 1.7 MA/c1n2. The defects at position 7 in Fig. 4 have
no influence on the switching, since they were outside of the
current paths in this experiment. The smaller defects detected

~ , g5 ~ a g n e t o - o p t ~ c avlsuallzed
~y
~ ~ I Iparrctn
X
of a 5 cm x S cm meander
lypc Y13CO san~plea t 60 fnT In maxlrnum D~EfcrclItkind of drfectr can be
ol)ccrvcd Moit oC Ilicln arc lltduced by a hurlit YBCO area due lo l l ~ e
sw~(cI>l~>g
experlmcnts T l ~ cwl~ole plcturt is compounded Crom several
single Images (Iior~~onlal
1l11cs)

Flg. 6, a) Magnero-opcical image representing d ~ emagnified section around
position 6 in Fig. 5. b) - d) tligh speed camera pl~otugrapl\so f lhc switching
proccss of rl~cs m ~ cposition of the 5 cm x 5 crn rneilnder type YBCO sanlple. The photos werc: recorded at 900 p, 1 100 p and 1200 11s after the fault
current was applied.

just magneto-optically at the bottom edge showed just an
influence in a further switching experiment at 30 V - 40 V. Jn
that case the superconductor was quenching,in path 1 also
/'
near these smaller defects.
Depending on the switching power of the experiment, the
Joules heat arising during the quenching process in the
YBCO film and the possibility of heat removal into the LN2bath a bunling of the YBCO layer could be possible. This
could be observed at the superconducting film represented in
Fig. 5. Jt shows the magneto-optical image of a 5 crn x 5 crn
meander type AutYBCO sample (dYsco=660 nm, dA,=300
nm, j,=l.l MA/cm2) scanned through a magnetic field of
60 rnT in maximum. It can clearly be seen that the superconductor under the solder pads, which were positioned at the
upper two ends of the currcnt path @os. I), has been destroyed by the switching power. There are just a few superconducting areas left staying dark in the magneto-optical
picture and be surrounded from the enhanced field at the edge
of the areas. The burnout of the YBCO layer under the contact pads in this case is caused by an enlarged heat conversion
due to a higher contact resfstance. Moreover a lot of defects
can be identified at the current path edge as bright areas
bounded by a dark parabolic structure (d+-line [I 31) from the
normal flux front penetrating into the supercoi~ductor.The
&-lines are induced by a sh-ong bending of the supercurrents
flowing around defects [I41 and are indicating the defect
located at the cusp. Most defects visualized magnetooptically in this sample could be assigned by optical rnicroscopy to burnt areas at the path edges (dimensions: 100 pm few mm), except the defects which are specially marked by
numbers. They can assigned to defects in the buffer layer
(position 2, 50-1 50 pm), artific~alinduced defects (3, 1-4
~ n m )and dents at the etching edge (4, 100- 150 pm). The two
defects at posit~on( 5 ) could not be observed by OM probably
due to ,he
top layer

defect

F I 1
~ Schematical drawing o f the quenching process o f a superconducting
current pall1 Wit11j2 >11 !I\c critical current density j, will bc reached 6rs1 at
[lie ,,bonlencck" near he defect.

The sectlon around pos. 6 is magnified in Fig. 6a Considering the imer edge of the arc one can see the flux front
penetrated into the superconductor as indicated by the dashed
line The second flux front more centered in the arc is due to
the lield cooling of the sample in this case and is parallel to
the outer one. The course of the flux fiont indicates the presence of three single defects at the sample edge in the right
half of the arc and one defect area in the left half. Each of
them bounded by a d+-line which is difficult to perceive in
t h ~ simage. The magneto-optically observed defect structure
can be recognized again in the sequence of photographs of
the same YBCO arc during the switching experiment in Fig.
6b - 6d These images were recorded at 900 ps, 1100 ps and
1200 ps after the fault current was applied using a high speed
camera. The quenching area is indicated again by the nitrogen bubbles. With the used camera it is possible to detect the
bubbles immediately affer nucleation submlmng a d ~ r e c t
location of the quenching point. The quenching process starts
at the defects I. and 4 in the inner edge o f the current path
(Fig. 6b). In the following picture a Further quenching zone at
position 2 can be observed reaching already the center of the
path. In addition, at position 3 a line of bubbles appears
startmg to cross the whole current path This quenching area
i s caused by 22 dots with diameters of 40-50 pm and a dislance of 300 pm artificially induced by the etch~ngmask. The
quenching starts preferentially at the dots near the path edges.
These dots showed also in the magneto-optical image the
niost flux penetratlon (Fig. 6a) whereby some flux already
can be observed at the inner dots . As can be seen in the last
Image the quench~ngprocess proceeds between all dots because of the diminished path cross-section (Fig 6d).
The expel-iments show that even small defects at the sample edges can induce an early switching of the current path,
nevertheless the current 1s able to flow around such small
derecls first
The line-li ke quenching process observed in all swltcb~ng
experiments could be explained with the simplified viewgraph of Fig. 7. The current path width will be dimirk~shedby
a present defect. Therefore the current density j2 at this crosssection of the path is higher than at all other locations for a
glven current. With ~ncreasingthe current in the path the

current density j, will reach the critical value j, first assuming
a homogeneous J,-distribution in that area and the quenching
will be performed across the current path.
Comparing in conclusion the ~nductivetechnique with the
magneto-optic, one obvious advantage of the magneto-optical
method is a characterization of already patterned YBCO
films, because of the ability o f a complete characterization up
to the path or sample edges. Moreover a detailed location of
defects with a higher resolution is possible. As could be seen
in the presented experiments, even small defects at the sample edges could have a strong influence on the quenching
process of a superconducting current path. Such hot spots can
cause an inho~nogeneousswitching of a FCL element in spite
of the present Au-shunt and have to be avoided therefore. In
this case most of the switching power has to be transformed
into thermal energy at the early switching zones causing a
burnout of these areas. In future a more detailed investigation
of the FCL elements before and after the switching experiments will be done to study systematically the influence of
defects on tlte switching process.
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